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Activity 1: Before starting the job
Unit A5

Starting a job

Activity 1

Before starting a new job

Duration

4 hours and 15 minutes

Rationale

To learn about types of contracts; to understand contract
and work conditions; to be able to negotiate terms of
employment; to understand the probation period

Focus

Related to starting a job

PICC skills

Ability to understand complex work-related documents like
contracts; as well as to prepare and realise negotiations in
the workplace in Europe

Language work

The language of negotiating - conveying own standpoints
and arguments in a respectful manner with appropriate
vocabulary regarding contracts, terms and conditions of
employment

Before you teach
In this activity, you will introduce learners to different contract types that are common
in Europe and vocabulary that could be useful to understand these contracts.
Together with your class, you will also discuss appropriate ways to negotiate terms
and conditions. Therefore, before you teach, it might be useful to gather information
about the types of contracts available in Europe and your country specifically.
For example, see:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission/contract-type_en.

German: https://ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission/contract-type_de

Dutch: https://ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission/contract-type_nl

English: https://www.gov.uk/contract-types-and-employer-responsibilities
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Preparation
Some activities in this unit require a PC or laptop with internet connection. For all the
tasks that follow, students should select a job offer – ideally, one they would truly like
to apply for but if there is nothing suitable, they can choose any related job that can
be used throughout the following activities.
Throughout the unit, activities are broken up into 3 or more tasks. The tasks should
be studied in the order in which they appear, but it is also possible to skip a task.
There are variation and extension activities to some of the tasks, which you will find
at the end.
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Task 1: Types of contracts
Duration: 1 hour
Aim: To understand the most common types of contracts
Rationale: This task increases learners’ understanding of what the differences are
between various types of contracts are
Procedure:
1. Start the task by explaining to your students that it is important that they gather
information about typical contracts in the EU before they start working.
It is likely that they will be given a contract that matches their skills and
qualities as well as the employer’s needs and requirements. In the majority of
cases, the contract is drawn up by the employer, and people don’t get to
choose the type of contract. For that reason, advise your students to read it
carefully and critically. Perhaps they have a trusted local person they can ask
to check it with them to ensure they understand what they are signing and
agreeing to.
This task aims to help your students to gain an understanding of the typical
types of contracts in European countries. Based on this knowledge, they can
evaluate their contract (if they have one), whether it suits them and their
employer, or whether they may want to negotiate parts of it.
Ask your students to read through the five types of contracts below and if they
are
interested
in
detailed
information
advise
them
to
visit
(https://ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission/contract-type_en):
•

Permanent (permanent staff) – common type of contract which allows you
to stay employed until you or your employer no longer wish to work
together.

•

Fixed-term (contract staff) – with this contract, you can work on a fixedterm contract basis, most often as manual or administrative support.

•

Temporary (temporary staff) – this contract offers employment on a
temporary basis, most often reserved for highly specialised fields (e.g.
scientific research).

•

Short-term (interim staff) – this contract is mostly offered for secretarial
roles and are usually of 6 months duration.

•

Traineeship – is designed for people who wish to increase and develop
their professional skills
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2. Split the learners into groups and ask them to review one or two contract types
by following the links below, and to then present the key information to the
class:
-

Benefits of permanent employment: https://slcontrols.com/benefits-permanentcontract-working/

-

Disadvantages of permanent employment: https://careertrend.com/info12090169-disadvantages-permanent-employment.html

-

Pros and cons of fixed-term contracts: https://elliswhittam.com/blog/fixed-termcontracts-pros-cons/

-

Advantages and disadvantages of temporary contracts: https://www.jobhunt.org/temporary-work/temporary-employment-advantagesdisadvantages.shtml

-

Advantages and Disadvantages of Short- and Long-Term Contracts
http://www2.westsussex.gov.uk/ds/cttee/ses/ses060711i6b.pdf

-

Advantages of apprenticeship https://www.allaboutcareers.com/careersadvice/apprenticeships/advantages-of-apprenticeships

♣ Reflection questions to ask your students ♣
What types of contracts have they had so far?
Are there any differences and/or similarities to those they find in their
current country of residence?
What type of contract would suit them best at this point in their career?
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Task 2: Understanding your contract and working conditions
Duration: 1 hour
Aim: To increase understanding of work conditions and expectations
Rationale: This task is designed to help learners acquire critical knowledge and skill
to evaluate key points in contracts, so that they can apply these once they find
themselves in the position of signing a real one in Europe.
Tip
Before this task, ask your students, if possible, to bring their own contracts (old ones
would work, too) to class if they are happy to discuss this and examine them with
everyone.
Procedure
1. To ensure a great start in their new job, your students should know what is
expected from them as well as their rights and obligations. This is why
carefully reading and critically evaluating their contract is essential.
Bring a sample contract to the class and, together with your students, try
answering the following questions either about their real contracts or the
example contract you have brought with you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What kind of contract have you been
offered?
What are your responsibilities?
What are your employer’s responsibilities?
On what basis and how often would your
salary increase?
Is there a possibility of promotion?
How are bonuses regulated?
Can the employer reduce your salary and on what grounds?
How much holiday do you get per year?
How does this type of contract suit you?
What are the good things about your new contract?
Is there anything that you would like to change?
Do you have a chance for further training?

If learners bring their own contracts, they should try to answer these questions
in self-study first, and then discuss results in class.
In Austria, it is stipulated by law that salaries have to be paid 14 times a year. This is
usually done in June and November. However, in other European countries, such as
the Netherlands and the UK, this is not the case. Number of salaries largely depends
on the country’s policies and regulations and, therefore, differs across Europe.
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2. Now list important contract vocabulary with your students (see examples
below), based on Task 1 or additional internet research.
Useful contract vocabulary:
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Task 3: Negotiating terms of employment
Duration: 1 hour and 30 minutes
Aim: To get a better understanding of which terms and conditions of a contract can
be negotiated and how this can be communicated appropriately,
Rationale: Students are asked to reflect on personal experiences in relation to
expectations around contract negotiations in a European context. They also prepare
an authentic negotiation in order to get an understanding of what type of behaviour is
considered tactful.
Procedure:

1. Negotiating the terms of employment is rarely easy and whether and how it is
appropriate is influenced by aspects like the cultural background of the
employee and the employer, but also the workplace culture. For example, in
Austria people typically negotiate their contracts, whereas this is less common
for jobs in the UK.
Not only are there differences among countries, but there are also differences
among genders. Harvard Law School’s “Program on negotiation” suggests that
men and women have different status
consciousness when it comes to negotiations.
Status consciousness is
awareness of one’s social
They tend to see negotiation differently and
status.
usually have different negotiation styles.
Adapted from:
https://en.oxforddictionaries.c
om/definition/statusconscious

If you are familiar with common practices in the current country of residence,
tell your students about them before asking the questions below.
•

Have you ever negotiated terms of employment before?

•

Were your negotiations successful in the past?

•

Do you feel comfortable negotiating? Why or why not?

•

What could you negotiate in your new job?

•

What do you think is appropriate to negotiate and what is not?
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2. In negotiation, it is useful to have clarity over the expectations their employer
has towards them, and, of course, their expectations towards their employer –
it's all about communication! Having clarity reduces the risk of
misunderstandings and it helps both parties set priorities.
Ask your students to read this Harvard Business Review article ‘15 rules for
negotiating a job offer’ https://hbr.org/2014/04/15-rules-for-negotiating-a-joboffer.
Which of these rules are new to your students? Which would they be most
comfortable with following? Which would they not follow and why?

3. Ask your students to practice a negotiation dialogue in pairs. They should take
it in turns to be the employee and employer. As a group they should reflect on
how they felt in each role? What lessons do they draw for entering their own
work-related negotiations? Below you can find phrases that are commonly
used in three languages.

English
 “I am excited about the opportunity
to work together”
 “I was wondering if (e.g. workhours)
could be negotiated?”
 For some positions, salary is fixed
and for some it is not. In case your
salary could be negotiated, this
might be a useful phrase for you
“Would that number be flexible at
all?”
It is a polite way of creating an
opportunity to be offered more
 “I would be more comfortable if…”
 “I would really appreciate if you
could…”
 “Thank you!” ☺

German
 “Es freut mich sehr, mit
Ihnen zusammenarbeiten
zu dürfen.”
 “Ich wollte Sie auch fragen,
ob (z. B. Arbeitszeiten)
noch zu verhandeln sind?
 Für manche
Arbeitsverhältnisse, ist das
Gehalt fixiert, bei anderen
gibt es noch
Verhandlungsspielraum.
Du könntest fragen:
“Bezüglich des Gehalts –
ist dieser Betrag denn
noch verhandelbar?”
 “Es wäre für mich
einfacher, wenn ….”

Dutch
 "Ik ben enthousiast over de
mogelijke samenwerking"
 "Ik vroeg me af of er nog te
onderhandelen is over (bijv.
werktijd)?"
 Voor sommige functies ligt het
salaris vast en voor sommige
functies nog niet. In het geval dat er
over het salaris onderhandeld kan
worden, zou dit een nuttige zin
kunnen zijn: “is het bedrag nog
onderhandelbaar?”
 "Het zou mij beter passen
wanneer..."
 "Ik zou het erg waarderen wanneer u
..."
 "Bedankt!"


Adapted from: https://www.glassdoor.com/blog/words-phrases-to-use-salary-negotiations/
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Task 4: Probation Period
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim: Understanding of the rationale behind and potential conditions of probation
periods across Europe.
Rationale: Students study conditions of probation periods and discuss them in class.
Procedure:

1. The probation period is also known as a
trial period. It is a period of time in which
both employer and employee assess
whether or not they work well together. It
could be considered as a safety net for
both parties as it has to be mutually
agreed upon. However, it is important to
remember that not all workplaces offer
probation periods.

You will never get a second chance to
make a first impression!
Unknown

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under
CC BY-NC-ND

In Europe, employee rights are protected as well are the rights of employers.
Anytime during this period, employees are allowed to decline the new position
without having to fear any serious legal consequences. Likewise, an employer
is allowed to let them go without further complications.
Introduce your students to the rationale behind probation periods (as
explained above), and typical lengths and rules in your national context.
Ask them if these practices are familiar to them – Did former positions they
held have similar conditions?
Trial periods, if there are any, typically differ across Europe. It can last from
one (or less than one) month to three months. Here is a useful resource in
which you and your students can find about length probation periods in all EU
countries:
https://work.studentnews.eu/s/3695/75544Trial-period.htm.
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2. Get learners to draw up two columns, one headed “advantages” and one
“disadvantages.” Next, ask them to make three rows, as follows:
a. Contracts
b. Negotiation
c. Probation period
(see the example below)

Advantages

Disadvantages

Contracts

Negotiation

Probation period
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Personal reflection
•

What worked well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful from
your point of view as a teacher, and ask yourself why.

•

What did not work well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful
from your point of view as a teacher, and ask yourself why.

•

Take into account how different factors such as professional background, language,
or individual experiences of migration might have affected the students’ approach to
these activities. How might the activity be modified or adapted? (Think about
variations)
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•

Can you think of other resources (e.g. videos, podcasts) that would enrich this class?

•

How did learners respond to the material?

•

Did learners have enough time to carry out the tasks?
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•

What would you do differently next time?
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Activity 2: First day at work
Unit A5

Starting a job

Activity 2

First day at work

Duration

2 hours and 45 minutes

Rationale

To leave a positive first impression on the first day of
work; to understand the welcoming process; to learn
asking for help in a professional way; to establish roles
and practice self-confidence

Focus

Related to starting a job

PICC skills

Navigating through a new work environment, making
contacts in a new language and establish expectations
and responsibilities

Language work

Introducing and presenting oneself in a concise manner

Before you teach
In this activity, you prepare your students for interactions at work that can be difficult
– making a good first impression, admitting that they might need help or don’t know
something, and seeking help. You will also help them to find strategies to maintain
their motivation. So, before you teach, try answering the following questions before
you ask your students to do the same, as this could help you to understand
challenges that they might face:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What kind of first impression do you usually leave on your students?
How important do you think it is when meeting your students for the first time
to try to make a good impression?
Do you have any strategies for making a good first impression on your
students?
How comfortable do you feel about asking your colleagues for help?
How do you feel when your colleagues ask you for help?
How easy is it for you to admit when you do not know something to
colleagues? What hinders or facilitates this happening?
How useful do you think a motivation mantra can be? Do you have one to
share with your students?

Additional read for you:
Here is an interesting article about the importance of building a professional learning
community among teachers: https://www.teachermagazine.com.au/articles/buildinga-professional-learning-community
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For learners’ focus and self-reflection
Below are a series of questions to get students thinking or you may wish to adapt the
ones used above for your own reflection. You can simply write them on the board or
have students change partners for each question – in effect, making a first impression
with each and very question.
•

When you meet a stranger, what behaviours or characteristics do you pay
attention to regarding the other person and yourself?

•

Since you have arrived in the country you are living in now, in what contexts
did you try to make a good first impression?

•

What did you do in order to come across as polite or friendly?

•

Have you encountered any behaviours or customs here that are hard for you to
understand when meeting strangers?

•

What are contexts where you “can feel at home” – where you don’t feel that
you have to make a good impression, but can be just who you are (e.g. with
certain friends, in certain organizations)?
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Task 1: First impressions
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim: To prepare students for situations in which they should present themselves in
the best possible light
Rationale: This task allows students to plan the first day at work ahead – what items
to bring, who to they should seek to speak to, and in what manner
Procedure:
1. The first days at work can be challenging, sometimes even stressful, as

regardless of our previous experiences, we are new to this workplace and the
people around us. Preparation can help to anticipate situations and work out
strategies of handling them.
For this task, ask your students to compile a
personal checklist for their first day at work. Ask
them a few questions to get them started:
 Do you have your documents (if asked for
them by HR – human resources)?
 What are you going to wear?
 How will you get there?
 Do you need to take anything with you
such as pen, paper or laptop?
 Who is the person you need to go to first and who to you need to see if
you have any problems?
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Explain to your students that they will meet many of their co-workers during
the first weeks at their new workplace. The best way for anyone to make a
good first impression is be polite, friendly, punctual and show interest in
others. It is important to ask questions if there are any – this also signals
interest and can open a pathway to communication with other people.
2. Discuss with your students how they can make a good impression on their coworkers.
 What characteristics could matter to their future colleagues?
 What behaviour do they appreciate from their team at work?
 What characteristic do they have that they think will make a good
impression on others? (Everyone has strengths!)
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3. The task "Elevator Pitch" can help your students to practice
the opportunity of meeting someone and connecting with
them within the short time spans of a busy day at work:
Ask your students to work in pairs and to imagine that they
are in an elevator with a new colleague from their new job.
One learner is new at the company, one has been there for a
while. The student playing a more experienced worker asks
the following questions to the new member of staff, and they
only have 45 seconds to reply:





This Photo by Unknown Author
is licensed under CC BY-NCND

Hi – who are you?
What is your position here?
Where did you work before?
How are you finding working here?
TIP
Advise your learners to do their best but try not to
put too much pressure on themselves!

Tell them to stop the time and to swap roles afterwards.
Afterwards, ask them what went well, and what about the answers they gave
or received could be improved.

4. Ask your students to read the statements and write (T) if they think that the
statement is true, and (F) if they think that it is false. Think about why you feel
this to be the case.
 I should prepare what I am going to wear
 If HR asks me to bring my documents, I don’t have to take
them seriously.
 Asking questions is totally fine – even desirable!
 It is fine if I ask my colleagues to lend me things (e.g.
notebook) on my first day of work
 It is very important to try to stand out!
 I should be myself
 Do one more check of my new workplace website and
learn every single thing about it by heart!
 I have to be on time

T.2.1. First impression
1.T, 2.F, 3.T, 4.F, 5.F, 6.T, 7.F, 8.T

Adapted from: https://www.themuse.com/advice/how-to-make-a-great-impression-on-your-first-day
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♣ Reflection questions to ask your students ♣
What kind of first impression do they think they are making in their new position?
How have they established contract with their co-workers?
What helps them to start a conversation?
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Task 2 Welcome!
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim: For students to consciously avoid what is considered as DONTs in the new
national context or workplace culture.
Rationale: To reflect on appropriate and inappropriate behaviour and its
consequences for a first impression.
Procedure:
1. Explain to your students that onboarding is also called organizational
socialization and it refers to a process of welcoming new employees on board.
Well-organized onboarding is essential if employers want their new employees
to feel comfortable in their new jobs.
Ask students to think about their previous jobs and answer the following
questions:
 What was your first impression of the
TIP
workplace?
Try answering these
 What did you wish for?
questions yourself and share
 Did you feel welcomed? Why/why not?
with your students what you
 Were your boss and colleagues welcoming?
feel comfortable with.
 How difficult was it to get used to the new
workplace?
 Ideally, how would you like to be welcomed at your new job?
 If it was your company, what would you do to reduce your employees’ firstday stress?

2. Ask your students for their opinion about what people should and should not
do on the first day at work.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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3. Read the following text together and check with the students if there are any
unfamiliar words. Once key vocabulary is clear, ask them, in pairs, to decide
which behaviours in the following examples are DOs and which are DON’Ts.
Have a group discussion afterwards.
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Task 3: Seeking help
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim: To understand who the right person is to ask for help, and to formulate an
appropriate request.
Rationale: Students reflect on existing knowledge and experiences concerning
requesting help.
Procedure:
1. Explain to your students that when starting a new job,
they will have to take time and find out how certain
things for their job are done (e.g. where they could get
their mail from and where they could get new
stationary). These are often matters that have become
obvious to colleagues, and they might therefore not
realise that they would have to explain this to new
members of staff. So, it is up to the newcomers to ask
questions and learn about what it is they need to be
able to do their work properly.

Be strong enough to
stand alone. Smart
enough to know when
you need help, and
brave enough to ask
for it.
(Ziad K. Abdelnour)

Ask your students to think about the following questions:
 What do you usually do when you seek
help in the workplace?
 Do you have any strategies for seeking
help?
 How can you turn your request for help
into an invitation to help you?
 From your own experience, have you any
advice to offer others?

TIP

Try answering these
questions yourself and share
with your students what you
feel comfortable with.

2. Here is an interesting short article on seeking help in different professions you
could read with your students before discussing the following questions
https://www.ama-assn.org/practice-management/physician-health/5-reasonsphysicians-are-less-likely-seek-support:
 Are there any professions in which professionals feel free to approach their
colleagues and ask for help as opposed to other professions?
 In how far might cultural issues play a role in how you seek for help?
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3. Ask your students to think of a concrete challenge they faced at a new
workplace, or if they are having a problem at work right now. Help them to
formulate a request for help:
 Describe the problem
 What do you do before?
 Who will you ask?
 How will you ask?
 What do you do afterwards?

In Europe it is usually considered as
positive to ask for help. The benefit to the
work processes is the priority, and fears
concerning the individual status are
secondary.
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Task 4: Establishing Roles
Duration: 20 – 40 minutes
Aim: To develop a strategy that boosts one’s motivation.
Rationale: Students come up with a personal mantra that gives them motivation.
Procedure:

Each time we face our
fears, we gain strength,
courage, and confidence
in the doing.

Sometimes starting a new role is not so
easy. Research has shown that people often
feel nervous and anxious in unfamiliar
situations. This is sometimes due to a lack of
Theodore Roosevelt
confidence in how to introduce ourselves or
feeling overwhelmed by the new setting. One
strategy is to prepare for situations through
role play (as for instance with the elevator
pitch). Another one is to create a motivation
mantra. A mantra is a motivating phrase or a
sentence that your students can say
repeatedly or put somewhere where they can see it easily. For example: “I can deal
with whatever comes my way” or “I can influence what happens next”
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

1. Ask your students to think about the following:
 Have you practiced a mantra before?
 What other strategies do you have to boost your motivation?
2. Next, write down a mantra or find one online that you could use.

TIP
This task can also be done at home. Tell students to find a mantra that will give them
motivation to strive for their goals, regardless of how big or small they are. They don’t
have to share their mantra with the class if they don’t want to. This should be
something they do for themselves and some learners may already have one from
their culture or religion.

Additional task:
If your students have access to the internet, ask them to search for their favourite
memes or motivational (or inspirational) quotes. They could share these with each
other and vote on their favourites. They could also display them in the class for
others
to
draw
inspiration
from
and
to
see
repeatedly.
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Personal reflection
•

What worked well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful from
your point of view as a teacher, and ask yourself why.

•

What did not work well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful
from your point of view as a teacher, and ask yourself why.

•

Take into account how different factors such as professional background, language,
or individual experiences of migration might have affected the students’ approach to
these activities. How might the activity be modified or adapted? (Think about
variations)
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•

Can you think of other resources (e.g. videos, podcasts) that would enrich this class?

•

How did learners respond to the material?

•

Did learners have enough time to carry out the tasks?
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•

What would you do differently next time?

•

Have you practiced your mantra before? What other strategies do they have to
boost their self-confidence?
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Activity 3: Getting to know the work environment
Unit A5

Starting a job

Activity 3

Getting to know the work environment

Duration

2 hours and 10 minutes

Rationale

To develop awareness of the role of culture in the
workplace; to develop cultural sensitivity and
critical thinking; to learn work-related language
and strategies of how to acquire it; to develop
digital skills and know how to improve them

Focus

Related to starting a job

PICC skills

Cultural Awareness and Digital Literacy

Language work

Awareness of the impact of culture on language
use and interactions

Before you teach

Step 1:
In this activity, you will do work-related vocabulary training, discuss digital literacy
and cultural sensitivity. As preparation, try to fill out the table in Task 2 with
vocabulary
that
is
used
in
your
profession
(see
more
at:
https://www.eslbuzz.com/classroom-language-for-teachers-and-students-of-english/).
You might also want to try out this digital literacy self-assessment online tool:
http://www.digitalskillsaccelerator.eu/learning-portal/online-self-assessment-tool/.
For interest, here is a blog which discusses the importance of digital literacy for
teachers: https://rossieronline.usc.edu/blog/teacher-digital-literacy/

Step 2:
Try to create a mind-map with culture in the workplace in the centre. Brainstorm what
beliefs, values, practices, manners of interacting, rituals, customs, roles and language
could influence how people behave in the workplace. Think beyond national cultures
or ethnicity, and also reflect on cultures of a company or a profession.
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Task 1: Cultural awareness in the workplace
Duration: 30 minutes
Aim: To develop awareness of the role of culture in the workplace
Rationale: Students share their stories and experiences related to cultural
differences and similarities among people. They are also prompted to address
cultural diversity in the workplace.
Procedure:
1. In a simplified definition, we could say that culture is the sum of our
customs, the ways in which humans live. Typically, we consider elements
like language, religion, or values and politeness as constituting parts of a
person’s culture. However, a culture can emerge in a group of people such
as in a sport’s club, workplace or even within certain professions. Ask
students to brainstorm definitions of culture and think of examples of types
of cultures.
2. Ask your students to find real-life examples where they recognized cultural
differences between people. They can draw upon their own experiences or
talk to a friend or colleague. Then discuss the example with the help of the
illustration below. Which elements of culture do you think played a role in
the situation?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Here is one example to get you started:
Lisa is 34 and is used to talking freely about her emotions and ideas with her parents.
When she visited the family of her husband Johann, she found the conversations
between family members rather cold and distant. How far did their family cultures
differ from each other?

3. Now ask students to think of ways in which people from different cultures
are also similar. Sometimes the focus on differences means we overlook
the large number of things we also have in common with each other, no
matter what our backgrounds and professions.
T.3.1. Cultural sensitivity
Lisa and Johann seem to have different expectations of how to speak and communicate with their parents. This is also
related to the idea of which roles parents and children can take towards each other. While Lisa would expect that parents and
children talk about emotions and feelings, this would be out of place for Johann. Their different ideas of the parent-children
relationship might affect their behaviour towards their parents-in-law. Johann might actually find it nice to share some emotions
with them, or not.
For the future, this could also mean that, if Lisa and Johann would like to have children, they will have to think about how they
would like to communicate with their children and which roles parents and children can take over.

4. Now ask your students to think about cultural diversity at their workplace.
Watch the following video with your students and ask them to write down the four
tips the speaker gives on how to communicate with cultural awareness:

https://www.cloudschool.org/activities/ahFzfmNsb3Vkc2Nob29sLWFwcHI5CxIEVXNlchiAgICA_dUCgwLEgZDb3Vyc2UYgICAgOjSigoMCxIIQWN0aXZpdHkYgICAgPSvlgkMogEQNTcyODg4NTg4
Mjc0ODkyOA
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1.

2.

Cultural awareness

3.

4.

Ideas for research questions
 What do people say to others when they enter the
workplace for the first time this day/when they leave?
 How do people approach the other if they need to
interrupt the other's work?
 How do people ask for help?
 How close do people stand next to each other while
they are talking?
 How do people approach someone higher in rank?
 How do people approach each other if they need
help/if they ask a favour?
 How do people signal attention through their body language?

TIP
Explain to learners that by being observant in their
daily routines at work, they can already find out a
lot about the workplace culture. For example, they
could pay attention to who is already there when
they enter the building and who is still there when
they leave. Thereby, they can find out about
people's working habits and who they can talk to
at which times.

TIP To find out more about
body language and the interplay of
verbal and non-verbal
communication go to Unit 4!

TIP
Advise your students to take 10 minutes each
day to make a mini research about the
workplace culture if they are new to a work
environment. For example, during the lunch
break, find a place where you can observe
others and pay attention to how they interact.
Make sure to observe discretely, so that people
do not feel under observation. The questions
below can help you to focus on cultural
elements.
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Task 2: Cultural sensitivity and critical thinking
Duration 1 hour
Aim The development of cultural sensitivity and critical thinking about cultures
Rationale The critical reflection of the visibility of one’s and others’ values and roles,
as well as the impact of cognitive biases
Procedure
1. In the field of Cultural Studies, researchers sometimes compare the visibility of
one’s culture to an iceberg, as only a fraction of it is visible on the surface.
Values, roles and thought patterns can only be assumed when we first meet
someone. Keeping this in mind, we should not be too quick to judge.
The iceberg model illustrates that when we observe people and make
judgements about their culture, we are relying only upon what we see, while
"values", "roles", and "thought patterns" can only be assumed and explored
when getting to know the other better.

Discuss “The cultural iceberg” with your students. Use the following questions
to guide the discussion:
 Do you find it easy to notice the concepts presented in the upper part of
the cultural iceberg?
 Why is it more difficult to recognise notions such as beliefs, rules, and
thought patterns?
 How can we learn more about the lower part of the cultural iceberg?
(Brainstorm ideas in groups)
 How does this iceberg metaphor apply to workplace cultures?
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TIP
Think of a culture you know well and identify with – it need not be a national culture.
Tell the class something about the things people can easily see about your culture &
those things that are not so readily noticeable.

2. Cultural awareness coaches point out that it can be helpful to distinguish
between universal (behaviour that all people have in common, e.g. smile
when happy, feeling proud when accomplishing something), cultural (what a
group of people have in common, e.g. eating with silverware), and personal
(individual characteristics, e.g. morning routines) dimensions of human
behaviour to develop a critical attitude towards drawing conclusions about
peoples' cultural characteristics.
Ask your students to design their own iceberg in concrete terms of their own
personal, or universal, or cultural behaviours, believes, and habits.
3. Another way to develop culturally sensitive and critical thinking is to take a
closer look at thought patterns. Our brain is trained to work efficiently,
however, sometimes, this efficiency principle may cause decisions in the same
way over and over again, rather than responding appropriately to the situation.
These tendencies are called cognitive biases.
Everyone is influenced by them, and the following task enables your students
to reflect on their own biases: Ask them to visit the following website (or print
the images and use the hardcopies in the classroom), and ask them which of
the cognitive biases might apply to them, or to people they know:
http://mentalfloss.com/article/68705/20-cognitive-biases-affect-your-decisions.
Alternatively, you can also use Worksheet 3.
TIP

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Explain to your students that knowledge about
cultures helps us to behave in a culturally sensitive
way. Your students will be interacting with people
who have their own individual values and beliefs.
Keeping their expectations in mind is good, but they
should remember to first try to get to know the person
before drawing any conclusions.
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Task 3: Understanding work-related language
Duration: 1 hour
Aim: To enable learners to communicate about their work with appropriate
vocabulary.
Rationale: Students research and present vocabulary that is
relevant for their actual workplace.
Procedure:

"Everything in your life
was difficult, before it
became easy: Walking,
reading, driving a car.
So be patient with
yourself. Provide
yourself the time to
learn!" (André Loibl)

Using language is one of the most important ways of how
we interact and is closely related to the work people are
concerned with and the people working together. As it
transcends everything we do at work, working in a foreign
language will be challenging at times. So,
be patient with yourself. These tasks can TIP for learners
help you to find out about the language If you have your own desk,
you need to talk about and carry out your for example, use post-its to
learn new vocabulary.
work.
Write the new vocabulary

1. “Speed dating”: This game, on the post-it and attach it
although has nothing to do with to the thing referred to.
dating, has a similar concept of
introducing and talking about ourselves at speed under a time limit. This is
how it is played:
Step 1: Give your students time to fill in the table of Worksheet 1.

2. When they finished filling in the table, divide them in two groups. One groups
should stand up, and the other group stays seated.
Next, pair your (seated and standing) students and tell them that each student
has 2 minutes to talk about their work. Their conversation should be guided by
their answers in the table. After 4 minutes, they have to switch to another
partner, and repeat this until all students have communicated about their work
and heard each other.

Your unique language repertoire
Working in a foreign language can be a challenge and
needs a lot of patience and learning. However, as you have
several in your repertoire, your multilingualism can also be a
benefit to your work. For example, many companies would
benefit from Arabic speakers, as they have customers in
Arabic speaking countries. How could you bring in your
language skills to the workplace?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Task 4: Digital Literacy
Duration: 40 minutes
Aim: An awareness of what skills in digital literacy can still be improved on and what
skillset one already has.
Rationale: Students study material that explains what desirable skills in digital
literacy can matter at the workplace, and then reflect on their own skillset.
Procedure:
In almost every job today, people's work is related to computers, programmes, and
databases. When we know how to use these digital tools effectively, it can greatly
benefit our work.

1. You can start this task by asking your students what they think about digital
literacy and its importance. This article should help to prepare yourself and
your students for the digital literacy task:
https://www.thetechedvocate.org/digital-literacy-important-lifelong-learningtool/
2. Ask your students to also watch the following video and to pick three digital
skills that are mentioned. They are then supposed to rate themselves, using
the
numbers
1
(unskilled)
to
10
(very
skilled):
https://www.webwise.ie/teachers/digital_literacy/.

Skill 1:__________________________ Score:_____
Skill 2:__________________________ Score:_____
Skill 3:__________________________ Score:_____
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3. Ask your students the following questions:
•

Did you give yourself a score of 7 or higher in one of the three skills? If yes,
how did you acquire this skill, and could it be useful for your new job?

•

Did you give yourself a score of less than 5 for one of the skills? If yes, how
do you think you could develop this skill? Does your workplace offer any
training?

For teachers and learners How digitally literate are you? The test online:
http://www.digitalliteracy.eu/

4. Ask your students to reflect on their digital skills and to consider how to further
develop their digital literacy with the following questions:
Looking at the digital skills you have already acquired:
o How did you acquire these?
o Where and with what kind of support have you
learned them?
o How could you use them in your new job?
Now look at the skill you want to develop further:
o How would this new digital skill benefit your work?
o How and where could you find support to learn this
skill?
o Do you have opportunities to learn this skill at your
workplace?

TIP

Companies working with a
particular software often
provide employees with
courses on how to use it.
Advise your students to
show their interest and
engagement and ask their
direct superior if they could
take part in one of these.
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Take-away
If you or your students want to further work on your digital skills, do this one-week
online course offered by the Open University:
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/ocw/mod/oucontent/view.php?id=26152&section=2

♣ Reflection questions to ask your students ♣
How would they describe a digitally literate person?
What are their own digital strengths?
Which digital skills can they use to benefit their private life?
Which digital skills are useful for their new job?
How could you improve digital skills they would like to further develop?
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Personal reflection
•

What worked well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful from
your point of view as a teacher and ask yourself why.

•

What did not work well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful
from your point of view as a teacher and ask yourself why.

•

Take into account how different factors such as professional background, language,
or individual experiences of migration might have affected the students’ approach to
these activities. How might the activity be modified or adapted? (Think about
variations)
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•

Can you think of other resources (e.g. videos, podcasts) that would enrich this class?

•

How did learners respond to the material?

•

Did learners have enough time to carry out the tasks?
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•

What would you do differently next time?
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Activity 4: Connectedness and Communication
Unit A5

Starting a job

Activity 4

Connectedness and Communication

Duration

1 hour

Rationale

To develop strategies of establishing contacts at a new
workplace and to enhance the integration into a new
workplace.

Focus

Related to starting a job

PICC skills

Ability to form
collaborations

Language work

Posing questions that foster establishing contacts and
enhancing collaboration skills

and

maintain

successful

work

Before you teach:
As preparation, reflect on your own personal and professional experiences regarding
teamwork and being a new member of a team.
•
•
•
•

How do you establish contact with your new colleagues?
How would you describe collaboration among teachers in your school?
Do you collaborate with other teachers beyond your school?
What would you say are the benefits and challenges of collaboration in
teaching?

If you have some tips for your students, do share!

Step 1:
Before you start teaching this activity, ask your students to think about their own
experiences relating to teamwork, and name:
•
•

Three potential challenges for a collaboration.
Three factors for a successful collaboration.

Get students to discuss in pairs their points of view.
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Step 2:
Next, ask students to pick two elements of collaboration they feel confident about and
complete the following statement for each element:
I feel confident about

____________________.

My strength in this area is

____________________.

It is beneficial to my work that I can

____________________.
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Task 1: Establishing contacts
Duration: 30 minutes
Aim: To facilitate establishment of positive social contacts in the workplace.
Rationale: Students prepare for authentic conversations in the workplace.
Procedure:
1. Tell your students to visit the following website and read the advice on how to
build professional networks: https://careerservices.princeton.edu/graduatestudents/exploring-options-outside-academy/networking/questions-ask.
2. Next, ask them to choose three questions that they could ask a new colleague,
and answer the following questions: How would you translate this question? In
what context or situation could you use it, and who could you ask?
3. Finally, discuss the meaning of the term “integration” with your students (see
the explanation below). Would they agree? What do they think it stands for?

Integrating into a new environment does not mean giving up who
you are, but seeing where you could and want to connect to other
people and become part of the group. Throughout our lives we
enter new situations and new places, in which we find new positions
and roles. So, we all already have skills of connecting and
integrating. In new workplaces it can be challenging to find time for
you and your colleagues to talk and connect. Often everyone is so
involved in their daily work routine that they do not look out for new
contacts. The most important thing is to find and take opportunities
to talk to people and to be courageous to make the first step. Even
a quick friendly greeting can work wonders!
The word integrate is rooted in the Latin
word "integratus", which means "to make
whole, to bring together parts of ..."

Which words in
different
languages do
you know saying
"to make
something
whole"?

This Photo by Unknown Author is
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Ask your students:
 How did you establish contact with friends, colleagues or other
acquaintances in the past?
 What do you usually do to maintain contact with friends and
colleagues?
 Are there any taboos or ‘rules’ about how to get to know strangers in
any cultures you are familiar with?

4. Brainstorm questions or conversation openers they might use with colleagues
in their workplace.

Questions I will ask

How I will formulate them in the target language

Where, When, and with whom I will try them out
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Task 2: Collaborating
Duration: 30 minutes
Aim: To stretch the importance of and the effort that is required to maintain positive
work relationships.
Rationale: Learners reflect on their own teamwork experiences and what they would
tell others about the benefits and difficulties of collaborating.
Procedure:
1. Humans are social beings and
whenever we take a closer look at
our achievements, we will find that
it was the sum of many
contributions and support by
the people around us. Ask
your students to think back to
one of their greatest
achievements and how their
collaboration benefited the
people involved.

FOR TEACHERS AND LEARNERS
Have you ever expressed your gratitude to those
who supported you? Positive psychology shows
that being and expressing gratitude can support
our well-being and the well-being of others.
“Cultivate the habit of being grateful for every
good thing that comes to you, and to give
thanks continuously. And because all things
have contributed to your advancement, you
should include all things in your gratitude.”
― Ralph Waldo Emerson

2. Now, tell students to read through the quotes in the circles. All of them
emphasize that we can achieve greater things, when we collaborate with others.

"Talent wins
games, but
teamwork and
intelligence win
championships."
(Michael Jordan,

“The way a team plays as
a whole determines its
success. You may have
the greatest bunch of
individual stars in the
world, but if they don’t
play together, the club
won’t be worth a dime.”

"No one can
whistle a
symphony. It
takes a whole
orchestra to play
it." (H. E. Luccock,

Ask students:
 Do you now similar quotes or sayings in another language? If not, use your
language to create a saying with a similar message.
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2. Ask your students to discuss the following questions in groups:
 How important is teamwork in your job?
 Can you think of one example in your personal work experience in
which your team worked great together and achieved a goal?
 Can you think of an example where this was not the case?

Ask them to share one example they discussed he most.

3. Role play: The students are invited to give an inspirational talk to a department
in their company where the employees have had difficulties working together.
Ask them to come up with 7 terms that they would use in their speech.
After they came up with their own ideas, show the following video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DmFFS0dqQ.
Is there an aspect that students did not think of? Which seems to be the one
most students can agree on?

4. Organize a group discussion with your students and get them to answer the
following questions:
•
•
•
•

What are your strengths when integrating into a new environment?
What do you contribute to making connections to other people?
When did you manage a difficult situation through collaborating with others?
What does it feel like to achieve something together with a group?

TIP
To practice starting a collaboration
with colleagues via e-mail, got to
Worksheet 2.
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Personal reflection
•

What worked well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful from
your point of view as a teacher, and ask yourself why.

•

What did not work well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful
from your point of view as a teacher, and ask yourself why.

•

Take into account how different factors such as professional background, language,
or individual experiences of migration might have affected the students’ approach to
these activities. How might the activity be modified or adapted? (Think about
variations)
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•

Can you think of other resources (e.g. videos, podcasts) that would enrich this class?

•

How did learners respond to the material?

•

Did learners have enough time to carry out the tasks?
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•

What would you do differently next time?
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Activity 5: Resilience and Wellbeing
Unit A5

Starting a job

Activity 5

Resilience and Wellbeing

Duration

2 hours

Rationale

Enable learners to become aware of their full potential; to
raise awareness of the concept of wellbeing, its
importance and to enable leaners to integrate actions
which enhance wellbeing in their everyday life

Focus

Related to starting a job

PICC skills

Learning how to develop resilience in different cultural and
workplace contexts

Language work

Language related to resilience, wellbeing and job crafting

Before you teach
Teaching can be quite stressful sometimes. For some teachers so much so that they
sadly decide to permanently leave the profession. For this reason, it is very important
that teachers take good care of themselves and try to make their working lives as
pleasurable and meaningful as possible. Naturally, our institutions should be
supporting staff wellbeing too – it is not the sole responsibility of the individual. But
everyone benefits when staff enjoy higher levels of wellbeing. Happy teachers make
for happy students and effective teaching.
Here is an interesting read - Job crafting for teachers, “How job crafting can prevent
educator burnout”. http://www.ascd.org/publications/newsletters/educationupdate/aug18/vol60/num08/How-Job-Crafting-Can-Prevent-Educator-Burnout.aspx
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Task 1: Learning from the experiences of others
Duration: 20 minutes
Aim: Learning from sharing own experiences with others and to relate other people’s
perspectives to one’s own.
Rationale: Students engage with an authentic report of an experience by another
refugee and relate this to their own situation.
Procedure:
1. Print the following true story of a woman from Georgia* who came to
Switzerland as a refugee for your students to read and ask your students to
answer the questions below.
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Madiika’s Story
Madiika has been trained to be a Russian Literature teacher,
however, had to leave Georgia before she could start teaching.
She flew to the Czech Republic and then further to Switzerland.
She had very limited knowledge about Western European culture
and Switzerland, and had not been traveling before emigrating, as
there where bans on travelling from her country. When she arrived
in Switzerland, she was reluctant to do manual labour, since she
wanted to work in a job more related to her education. Upon
arrival, she had no knowledge of German. This had a very
debilitating effect on her. She was able to learn the language
through formal education (language courses focusing on grammar,
communication skills and intercultural communication, leading to
B1 level), interactions at work, and visits to museums and libraries.
She got in a training organized by an NGO, in which she focused
on developing her language skills, communicative ability and
conflict management skills. At the time, this inspired her to study
more, with a view to becoming a kindergarten teacher and improve
her German to C1 level, although she no longer wants to pursue
these plans.
All of this is about 12 years ago from today. Today, Madiika is
working as an integration assistant in a kindergarten and enjoys
her work. Thinking back, integration in Swiss society was very
hard for her. Societal attitudes towards migrants were a
particularly salient problem and were associated with regular
instances of prejudicial behavior. She pointed out how her modest
attire had alienated many coworkers and parents at a kindergarten
where she used to work. She also pointed out that this was not
necessarily linked to migration, but that it is an issue minorities are
facing in general.
The advice she would give migrants today: "Take the opportunity
of vocational trainings in a field you like and have the courage to
talk to people! You will only see the benefit of making contact with
other people once you start communicating with them!"
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Have a group discussion with your students:
Which challenges did Madiika face, when she arrived in Switzerland?
What do you think, Madiika had to learn to get a job, she found suitable for
her education?
Which character traits would you say Madiika needed to develop to keep
going through these challenging times?
Compare Madiika's today's work as an integration assistant in a
kindergarten and her training as a Russian Literature teacher – which that
she has developed through her life experience could be beneficial to her
current job?
In how far does this story compare to your own story?
Where are the opportunities for you?
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Task 2: Job Crafting:
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim: To create an awareness of the width of one’s skillset, especially transferable
skills
Rationale: Students are introduced to the concept of “job crafting” and apply this to
their own career
Procedure:
1. Explain to your students that job crafting is finding proactive ways to make
their defined job more pleasurable.
Also explain that there is no perfect job. We influence how the job is done with
our perspective, knowledge, and skills.
Ask your students to list what aspects of their current (or previous) job they
like and dislike. Then ask them to note which of these are things they can and
cannot change. Get them to reflect on change how much they do of a certain
aspect of their job, who they do it with and how they think about the task.
You may want to refer to this website for materials and ideas:
https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/job-crafting/
Additional idea:
Print copies of the article for your students. As a group read the article aloud
and help them with any unknown words (20 min.). Ask them to do the crafting
task in class and finish at home if they don’t manage to complete it in class.
2. Ask your students to think about their own professional career and to write
down what skills they already had come in surprisingly handy at their
workplace, and which ones they expected to be useful.

♣ Reflection questions to ask your students ♣
How did they manage challenges in their past?
Which advice would they give people coming to a new environment if they
started a new job?
At which point in their past career have they crafted their job?
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Task 3: Five ways to wellbeing
Duration: 45 minutes
Aim: An awareness of the importance of one’s own wellbeing, and what we can do
for ourselves to be happier.
Rationale: In this task, you’ll introduce students to the concept of wellbeing and let
them develop strategies for ensuring one’s own wellbeing in their everyday life.
Procedure:
In the past two decades, scientists have emphasised the importance of wellbeing. It
is defined as a state of being comfortable, happy and healthy. Personal fulfilment,
inner satisfaction, and a positive sense of purpose are also components of our
wellbeing. Our physical and mental wellbeing is very important for our overall health.

1. Group discussion: Ask your students:
 What does ‘wellbeing’ mean to you?
 How do you take care of your wellbeing?
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Invite them to them share stories and examples.
2. Ask your students to brainstorm about things that are good for wellbeing and
those that are damaging.
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3. Introduce your students to these five strategies that could improve their
wellbeing:
1. Connect with people around you
This does not have to be a large number of people, having few people who
you feel close connection to will do wonders to protect you from negativity and
stress.
2. Be active
To maintain your health, being active is very important. Being active doesn’t
mean that you have to run a marathon or train every day. There are studies
that show that exercising at least 10 minutes a day can bring you significant
health benefits.
3. Take notice
Being engaged with your surroundings and being aware of what is going on in
the present are very important for your wellbeing. This is also called
mindfulness – consciously paying attention to what you are feeling, sensing,
and thinking. It helps your sense of control, which is beneficial to how you feel
about yourself.
4. Learn
Keep learning and seek for opportunities to learn. Continual
improve your self-esteem, which is a very important component
Learning does not only imply formal contexts such as schools,
universities. You can learn new things from the books,
newspapers, and the internet.

learning will
of wellbeing.
courses and
magazines,

5. Give
It is wonderful to take care of yourself and you should always keep doing it but
doing something for someone else will enhance your feeling of wellbeing.
Adapted from: https://fivetothrive.net/
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4. Next, have your students set goals for themselves – let them decide on one
thing that they would like to start doing to enhance their physical and/or mental
wellbeing.
5. Additional read – an article about the importance of physical and mental health
and the link between the two:
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/a-to-z/p/physical-health-and-mental-health
TIP
Share your views on wellbeing and some strategies you personally use to maintain it.
Students always like to hear teachers’ personal stories. Of course, talk about this
only if you feel comfortable enough. Remember – teacher wellbeing is vitally
important too and you may want to do all these activities for yourself as well!

6. Organize a group discussion with your students and get them to answer the
following questions:
•

Thinking of your past experiences, what motivates you?

•

What are your strengths in overcoming challenges?

•

If you wrote your own success story, what could other people, in a similar
situation, learn from you?

•

What is it that makes your job, YOUR job?

•

Which elements of your job reflect your own abilities and ideals?

•

How do you look after your wellbeing?
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Personal reflection
•

What worked well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful from
your point of view as a teacher, and ask yourself why.

•

What did not work well? Make a note of tasks which appeared to be most successful
from your point of view as a teacher, and ask yourself why.

•

Take into account how different factors such as professional background, language,
or individual experiences of migration might have affected the students’ approach to
these activities. How might the activity be modified or adapted? (Think about
variations)
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•

Can you think of other resources (e.g. videos, podcasts) that would enrich this class?

•

How did learners respond to the material?

•

Did learners have enough time to carry out the tasks?
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•

What would you do differently next time?
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Personal Evaluation
This checklist is for your students’ personal evaluation of what they have
learned in this unit. Ask students to tick the boxes if they feel confident about
their newly acquired knowledge. Any points they are not sure about, they can
either revisit or explore the additional resources section below for more online
materials and ideas.
I can …

















identify types of contracts
understand and evaluate my contract and work conditions
negotiate if I wish to do so
leave a great first impression
prepare well for my first day of work
ask for help in a professional way
use different strategies to get to know my work colleagues
establish roles and boost my self-confidence
interact sensitively in culturally diverse settings
critically reflect my judgments about others
use appropriate language required for doing my job
develop and apply my digital literacy skills
collaborate with my work colleagues
describe my strengths in taking challenges
give advice on personal well-being
use different strategies of maintaining my own well-being
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Worksheet 1
Getting to know your workplace: Jargon
Find the job description you applied for or go to the website of your work place and
start a list of words with the following categories. Add new words as you go along.

Objects I work with, People I work with
places I work at

My actions at work

For example: the reception,
the printer, the surgery, …

For example: answering the
phone, selling cars

For
example:
the
line
manager, the nurses, the
secretary, …
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Worksheet 2
Collaborating via e-mail
You are working for a news magazine and have the job to research on the
challenges schools are facing today. You have asked for help to do your research
with a colleague and your direct superior has asked your colleague Mr. Schmidt, who
was a former teacher, to collaborate with you. You want to collect ideas on how to get
more insights into what's going on in schools in your area. Continue the e-mail
conversation in your target language and include the following points: •
o express your appreciation of having the opportunity to collaborate with
Mr. Schmidt
o show that you have done your research and ideas you have thought of
o set up a common goal and interest
o ask for a meeting to brainstorm more ideas together
o suggest dates when you are available

TIP: Find language materials on work-based email correspondence in

German: https://www.wirtschaftsdeutsch.de/lehrmaterialien/ueberblickkor1.php#RRE
English: https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/english-emails
Dutch:https://taaladvies.net/taal/advies/tekst/89/opmaak_van_een_zakelijke_email_a
lgemeen/
http://virtueletraining.com/schrijven/teksten-schrijven/brieven-en-e-mails/
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From: you@workplace.com
To: MrGeorg@workplace.com
Subject: Brainstorming ideas for article "Today's challenges in Location Schools"

Dear Mr. Schmidt,

Kind regards,

_______________________________
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Worksheet 3
Cognitive Biases
Another way to develop culturally sensitive and critical thinking is to take a closer look
at thought patterns. Our brain is trained to work efficiently, however, sometimes, this
efficiency principle may cause us making decisions in the same way over and over
again, rather than responding appropriately to the situation. These tendencies are
called cognitive biases.
Everyone is influenced by cognitive biases, still we can train to recognize them and
take self-aware decisions. The most effective way is to critically reflect upon your
thinking. Have a look at the biases: http://mentalfloss.com/article/68705/20-cognitivebiases-affect-your-decisions, and reflect – are there situations where your behaviour
was influenced by one of these? Retrospectively, do you recognize certain biases in
your friends’ and colleagues’ behaviour? Pick three examples of a cognitive bias for
each question.
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Additional reads
Website:
The very real value of teacher wellbeing https://educationcouncil.org.nz/content/veryreal-value-of-teacher-wellbeing
Books:
Eyre, C. (2017). The Elephant in the Staffroom. London: Routledge.
https://www.routledge.com/The-Elephant-in-the-Staffroom-How-to-reduce-stress-andimprove-teacher/Eyre/p/book/9781138681484
Schutz, P. A., & Zembylas, M. (Eds.). (2009). Advances in teacher emotion research:
The impact on teachers' lives. Dordrecht: Springer.
https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9781441905635
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